How to find the IPC Headquarters

Adenaueralle 212-214
53113 Bonn
Germany
T: +49-228-2097-200
F: +49-228-2097-209
E: info@paralympic.org
W: www.paralympic.org

By Air

Frankfurt Airport
From Frankfurt Airport trains to Bonn main station (Bonn Hauptbahnhof) leave very frequently. Changing of trains is not needed and the journey takes about 1:40hrs. Information on timetables can be found at [http://www.bahn.de/pv/uebersicht/die_bahn_international_guests.shtml](http://www.bahn.de/pv/uebersicht/die_bahn_international_guests.shtml) or at the German Rail (Deutsche Bahn) Office in the airport. Tickets (about Euro 30-55) can be bought there or on the trains.

From Bonn main station to IPC Headquarters, please see below.

Cologne/Bonn Airport
From Cologne/Bonn airport it is best to take Bus number 670, leaving just outside the airport (both terminals), straight to Bonn main station (Bonn Hauptbahnhof). The journey will take you about 30 minutes. The bus leaves about every 30 minutes, and the fare is around Euro 6 (for more information on the buses SB60, please see [Stadtwerke Bonn](http://www.stadtwerke-bonn.de)).

From Bonn main station to IPC Headquarters, please see below.

Taxis are available too, which will cost Euro 35-40 and take around 25 minutes.

By Train

Bonn Main Station (Hauptbahnhof)
Take any train to Bonn main station (Hauptbahnhof). At Bonn Hauptbahnhof, follow the signs depicting a capital U in a blue square, which will lead you to the next underground station. Follow the signs reading Bad Godesberg, Regierungsviertel. Any train on this platform will bring you to Museum König, the station where you need to get off to get to IPC Headquarters. “Museum König” is the fourth stop. The ticket is Euro 1.40 and can be bought at ticket machines on the trains (coins only!). The ride will take you about 10 minutes.

Both underground stations (Hauptbahnhof and Museum König) are equipped with lifts.
From Museum König take exit Simrockstraße. Walk straight out off the exit (Simrockstraße will be on your right) along the road (Adenauerallee). IPC Headquarters will be on your right. The entrance is round the corner at Adenauerallee 214.

Special Information for people requiring assistance: Not all trains and platforms are wheelchair accessible, nor is there enough assistance for visually impaired travelers. German Rail offers special assistance when needed. Please inform IPC HQ in advance and this will be arranged for.

By Car

Coming from Cologne (Köln) & Frankfurt. Take Motorway A565 to Bonn and exit at Bonn-Poppelsdorf/Bad Godesberg) into Reuterstraße (B9). Follow B9 until you cross a railway bridge. Directly behind the bridge, make a U-turn. The very first house on your right hand side is the IPC Headquarters. Parking space is available right outside the building. Detailed maps can be found at http://mapblast.com